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You are here, finally!
We wish you a warm

If you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region, but never
quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help. If you look at
the maps on this page, you will note that PV (as the locals call it) is on
the west coast of Mexico, smack in the middle of the Bay of Banderas one of the largest bays in this country - which includes southern part of
the state of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the
south. Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned in
the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna did come close on October 25, 2002, but
actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 kms north of PV.
The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian Islands, thus the
similarities in the climate of the two destinations.

Welcome

AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: 350,000 inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with an average of 300 sunny
days per year. The temperature averages 28°C (82°F) and the
rainy season extends from late June to early October.
FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo hosts a great variety
of animal species such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.
SANCTUARIES: Bahía de Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the Marieta Islands - where
diving is allowed under certain circumstances but fishing of
any kind is prohibited. Every year, the Bay receives the visit of
the humpback whales, dolphins and manta rays in the winter.
During the summer, sea turtles, a protected species, arrive to
its shores to lay their eggs.
ECONOMY: Local economy is based mainly on tourism,
construction and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango, papaya, watermelon,
pineapple, guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.
CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is the legal currency in
Mexico although Canadian and American dollars are widely
accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses with different routes.
Current fare is $10.00 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time they board another
bus. There are no “transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within defined zones of the
town. Do not enter a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a hotel, you may want
to check the rates usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go, do not let the driver
change your mind. Many restaurateurs pay commissions
to taxi drivers and you may end up paying more than you
should, in a second-rate establishment! There are 2 kinds
of taxi cabs: those at the airport and the maritime port
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Better yet, if you have a “bank card”, withdraw funds from
your account back home. Try to avoid exchanging money
at your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the worst rates.
WHAT TO DO: Even if your all-inclusive hotel is everything
you ever dreamed of, you should experience at least a
little of all that Vallarta has to offer - it is truly a condensed
version of all that is Mexican and existed before «Planned
Tourist Resorts», such as Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa,
were developed. Millions have been spent to ensure that
the original “small town” flavor is maintained downtown, in
the Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false belief that a Mexican vacation
must inevitably lead to an encounter with Moctezuma’s
revenge is just that: false. For the 26th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded a certification of purity for
human consumption. It is one of only two cities in Mexico that
can boast of such accomplishment. True, the quality of the
water tested at the purification plant varies greatly from what
comes out of the tap at the other end. So do be careful. On
the other hand, most large hotels have their own purification
equipment and most restaurants use purified water. If you
want to be doubly sure, you can pick up purified bottled
water just about anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and American tourists often
fall in love with one of the many stray dogs and cats in Vallarta.
Many would like to bring it back with them, but believe that the
laws do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If you would like to
bring a cat or a dog back home, call the local animal shelter for
more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good beginning would be to take
one of the City Tours offered by the local tour agencies. Before
boarding, make sure you have a map and take note of the
places you want to return to. Then venture off the beaten path.
Explore a little. Go farther than the tour bus takes you. And
don’t worry - this is a safe place.

that can only be boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow or white, and charge by
the ride, not by passenger. When you ask to go downtown,
remember that your fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
make sure you are brought to the main plaza! Pick up a free
map, and insist on your full value from the driver! Note the
number of your taxi in case of any problem, or if you forget
something in the cab. Then your hotel or travel rep can help
you check it out or lodge a complaint.
Uber has also been available in PV for the past year or so.
Download their app in your smartphone.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of Jalisco is on Central Time,
as is the area of the State of Nayarit from Lo de Marcos in the
north to the Ameca River, i.e.: Nuevo Vallarta, Bucerías, La Cruz
de Huanacaxtle, Sayulita, San Pancho, Punta Mita, etc. North
of Lo De Marcos, Guayabitos, La Peñita, San Blas, etc. are on
Mountain Time, i.e.: one hour behind PV time.
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always check on the cost of long
distance calls from your hotel room. Some establishments
charge as much as U.S. $7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular phones from the U.S. and
Canada may be programmed for local use, through Telcel and
IUSAcell, the local carriers. To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the person you’re calling. Omit
the prefix if dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping is usually 15%-20% of the bill
at restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis, waiters, maids,
etc. depending on the service. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening until 7 p.m. or later. In
restaurants, it is considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when you’re ready to leave,
ask «La cuenta, por favor» and your bill will be delivered to you.
MONEY EXCHANGE: Banks will give you a higher rate
of exchange than the exchange booths (caja de cambio),
though not all offer exchange services to foreigners.
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This is a shout out to all of the wonderful honest people
in Puerto Vallarta.
Every year you do something to restore my faith in the
integrity of humans.
Last week a friend was visiting me from Canada.
Accidentally, she left her bank card in the machine at
Soriana‘s. A young man named Luis came by and took
it, letting the guard know that he had done so.
First of all he posted it on FB and then he directly
contacted her through Facebook messenger. She was
leery at first, checked his profile and then responded to
his claim that he had her bank card.
He was leery that it was going to the right person as
she was leery with regard to meeting up with him.
To save her the hassle of going way up the hill in a
cab, he delivered it to the gate of the Grand Venetian,
texting her to let her know that he had arrived on his
motorcycle after a long day of work, to a location that
was not directly on his way home.
When she received her card, she gave him a reward
which he was reluctant to take.
The card would not have had any value to him but it
would’ve been just as easy for him to have left it in the
machine or tossed it.
For whatever reason, he chose to do the right thing.
What can I say? Only in Mexico. Luis you were our
hero of the day. Thank you once again.
Then there is me, who is always losing something.
While shopping in Costco a couple of days ago, a young
man, a total stranger walked up to me and asked me if I
was Joyce.
Totally flabbergasted, I could not understand how
he would’ve known my name. He had picked up my
Costco card off the floor near the entry, looked at my
picture on the back and walked around the store with it
until he found me.
Not only are you a country of great beauty, amazing
culture and food, you are a country of honest, wonderful
people.
Joyce Mckechnie

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

Dear Editor,
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14 more cruise ships will arrive in Vallarta this month
Puerto Vallarta will receive 14 more cruises in the remainder
of February, according to the official calendar of the Integral Port
Administration. After 18 arrivals were registered in January, the
nautical activity in the city is maintained during the month of
February, which started on day 1 with the arrival of the Carnival
Panorama cruise ship, and later on day 2, with the Majestic Princess
and the Zuiderman being the first of five double arrivals. The activity
continued on Friday the 4th with the arrival of the Ruby Princess.
The schedule indicates that there will be a total of 18 cruises with
tourists, in addition to the Grupo Vidanta cruise ship, which will
arrive on the last day of the month, without passengers, just to anchor.
It stands out on said calendar that there are 5 double arrivals,
scheduled for February 9, 15, 23 and 24, in addition to the double
arrival that occurred on Wednesday, February 2.
In total, approximately 50,000 tourists and 30,000 crew members
are expected to enjoy Puerto Vallarta and all of its attractions this
month. It should be noted that, in recent weeks, no positive cases of
Covid-19 have been reported aboard cruise ships, so all tourists have
been able to disembark. Nevertheless, all of the health protocols are
still in force to protect the citizens of Puerto Vallarta.
With this schedule, by the end of February, Puerto Vallarta will
have received 37 cruise ships in 2022, reaffirming the reactivation of
the cruise tourism sector in this tourist destination.
(Sources: Vallarta Independiente • Jalisco Quadratin
• Gobierno de México)

A simple tip to quit drinking
DORA Gosselin
What is your drink limit? Is there a firm number
that you don’t exceed? Is there a line you don’t
cross when having a couple of drinks? Do you
stop drinking when you feel a little tipsy? Can
you have just one drink?
During our drinking careers many of us faced
the consequences of our sprees the next day. We
often experienced black outs and considerable
missing chunks of time or extremely embarrassing
behaviors where we would hope to God not to run
into “those’’ people again any time soon.
Many of us tried to figure out how many drinks
we could safely have before these embarrassing
events unfolded. We tried drinking on a full tummy,
drinking water between each adult bevy, not hanging
out with certain people or at specific places we
tried everything we could think of to continue our
drinking, except staying away from the first one.
A pretty simple tip that once applied makes
complete sense to the alcoholic who has tried to
control their drinking with no luck.

“One is too many and a thousand is never
enough” ― quote from Alcoholics Anonymous.
When our multiple attempts to control our
drinking fail, we soon realize that the only control
or defense we have with this problem is to refrain
from taking the first drink. Once we pick up that
first drink all bets are off!
If you or a loved one is looking for a place to
begin your journey in sobriety and need some
extra help to get started, we have a wonderful 90day inpatient program located right here in Puerto
Vallarta. We have a caring team of Recovery
Coaches, a licensed Doctor, Psychiatrist, Yoga
Instructor and a Board of Directors that speak
English and Spanish who are ready to help you
learn how to live without drugs and alcohol at
Recovery In Paradise, PV.
You can check out our website for more info, or
drop in to our outdoor open 12-step meeting that
we hold every Sunday night at 6 p.m.
www.recoveryinparadisepv.com
Facebook @RecoveryInParadisePV
Instagram @recoveryinparadise
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Star guests
JOHN Warren

International Friendship club

Here’s a story that will, I hope, lift
your spirits. It’s about a couple of
guests who have been supporters of
the IFC Home Tours every year for
the last twenty years, if not longer.
Jerry and JoAnne have been married
for 55 years. They love to travel, have
taken a major trip every year since
1967 and have visited ninety-three
different countries.
But they have a soft spot in their
heart for Mexico, especially Puerto
Vallarta. JoAnne has always been
interested in home design and
decorating. She has used many
artifacts purchased from craftspeople
and artists in Puerto Vallarta and in
other countries to grace their home,
situated on a beautiful lake less than
an hour from Detroit. Wherever the
planes, trains, automobiles and river
ferries have taken them during their
travels, Jerry and JoAnne have always
returned to Puerto Vallarta for at least
a couple of weeks each year.
They first came there in 1979 and
have stayed in many hotels over the
years, from the Romantic Zone to
Nuevo Vallarta. Now they make their
home, while in Vallarta, at the Marina.
And, every year, they make sure that
they take an IFC Home Tour. They
are enthusiastic promoters of the
tours and the work that IFC does in
the community. While meeting new
friends around the pool at the hotel,
one of them will often strike up a
conversation with someone new
and suggest that they all take a tour
together.
Over the years, Jerry and JoAnne
have taken over twenty IFC Home
Tours and have seen about fifty or
sixty different homes. They love
seeing the new homes that the IFC
adds to its inventory each year, and
are always interested in talking to
the owners who host the tours. The
owners always have fascinating stories

to tell about themselves
and their homes.
Bob and JoAnne have
exchanged information
with many other guests
and still keep in contact
with some. Not only
do the tours provide
interesting houses to see,
but the people who take
them are interesting too.
“We mainly continue
to take the tours to see
new homes and also to
support the great work
that the IFC does”, they say. And
the IFC has been doing great work in
Puerto Vallarta for thirty-six years!
The International Friendship Club
started offering its now-worldfamous IFC Home Tours in 1986
to raise money for its cleft palate
program. This program provides the
money necessary to support the free
assessment, surgery and necessary
treatment of Mexican children in
Puerto Vallarta who were born
with cleft palates or cleft lips. This
program is still the flagship program
of the IFC.
However, as the Home Tours
have grown, support for the children
in Vallarta has also expanded. The
IFC supports a couple of orphanages
that provide love, beds, food, and
education to children who have lost
the support of their own families for a
myriad of reasons. It also helps about
twenty families, all of which have a
child who has cancer and who need
help with the cost of medicine, food
and treatment in Guadalajara.
Education is a strong focus of the
IFC, so the Club helps provide afterschool education in Volcanes, one of
this town’s poorest neighbourhoods.
Pasitos de Luz, which provides care
for children with disabilities from
low-income families, also receives
our help. In all, about fifteen charities
and programs receive our financial
assistance.

Jerry and JoAnne know that tickets
for the tours are available online at
ifcvallarta.com and that the luxury, airconditioned buses will leave the Sea
Monkey Restaurant at
10:30 every Tuesday
morning until midApril. A pleasant plan
is to have breakfast or
a coffee on the beach
before you go.
The tours take
about three hours
and visit three or
four
architecturally
interesting
homes
tucked away in some
secluded parts of PV.
Most tours involve
climbing up and down
stairs, so bring some “sensible” shoes
and strong legs and lungs. The
International Friendship Club
appreciates every single guest that
supports us. But here’s “A Very
Special Thank You” to Jerry and
Joanne for your constant support over
so many years.
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Three Hens and a Rooster - a market
GLORIA Sue | (a.k.a. MAMA Vallarta)
There’s always a nice breeze; Mother Nature does deliver
To our delightful little market on the island by the river.
So many things to see it really is no mystery
Why so many enjoy the “walk around”
On a Saturday morn in Old Town.
We’re not a flea market; we’ve got no fleas
But we’ve got handmade items made with love and creative ideas.
Take your time and browse around.
Our river is back flowing and bird songs abound.
Want to rest and have a bite?
We’ve got something for every appetite.
El Tazon Verde is here and Connie is cooking on the spot.
She’s got great “home style” cooking to go or eat it here while it’s hot.
But that’s not all; there’s plenty more.
Esmerelda hand wraps tamales in banana leaves that come in flavors four.
Want fresh fruit to have at home
Or eat on the beach while enjoying the foam?
Jorge’s Rojos Frutos y Mas (that means red fruits and more)
Has berries, fruits, nuts and trail mixes galore.
Know what goes really well with fruit?
Well, cheeses of all kinds just seem to suit.
Gabriel has cheeses like gouda, blue cheese and cheddar.
They’re hand made and yummy. You won’t find any better.
Need to fill the bin in your fridge?
Just walk across the hanging bridge.
Campo Verde has leafy greens and veggies, no need to be forlorn.
Gustavo brings them fresh from the farm every Saturday morn.
Jewish cooking you say you seek.
Mama is there with her comfort foods and a joke or two to lighten your week.
Have a hankering for quesadillas? Have I got news for you!
Quesadilla Luna has four kinds and they’re made with corn tortillas of blue.
They’re made fresh; eat them here while they’re hot
Or take a bunch home to share with your lot.
Maybe it’s Italian foods that set your heart a-flutter.
Aida has fresh sauces, sausages and pastas that will almost make you stutter.

Her sauces are thick and rich even just by sight
And her sausages and pasta choices will definitely delight.
Then, of course, there’s the condiment.
To your food it’s the ultimate compliment.
At Deli-Art you’ll find pickles, beets and sauerkraut.
While you’re there ask Mark about his smoked meats and sausages like braut.
Need some marmalades, moles or something for a glaze?
Itacatl Mermaladas has a bounty of choices that will amaze.
Absolutely no preservatives; all made with natural fruits,
For breakfast, lunch or dinner it’s the condiment that suits.
Don’t forget dessert or that little something sweet
For when you’re feeling self-indulgent and want a little treat.
Cocina y Mas may have just what you seek.
They’ve got fruit pies, macarrones, alfajores and such to sweeten up your week.
Delicious pastries and other baked goodies you will find
Enough on Kim’s table to blow your mind;
Fruit breads, a scone, bread pudding or a cinnamon bun
Or cookie bars, lava cakes or a pecan tart just for fun!
Before you go don’t forget Nature’s perfect food.
It has a shelf life of forever; keep it in the cupboard ‘till it suits your mood.
Imperial Bee has so much more than just honey.
Ask about their other bee products that will make you feel and look so sunny.
There’s so-o-o much more to us in this charming little place.
I’d love to talk about our jewelry,
clothing, tapestries and such but I’m running out of space.

Three Hens and a Rooster - a market is located at 478 Aquiles Serdan, Isla Rio Cuale near the Cultural Center in the old Babel Bar.
So, please stop on by this Saturday morn; it’s such a nice walk on the is-land, or cross on the footbridge between Aguacate and Jacarandas that starts from
Aquiles Serdan. From all of us at the Three Hens and a Rooster - a market, we wish you a pleasant week! And Mama says: “Stay strong and stay positive!”
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SHERYL Novak | solutionsmexico.com

Don’t sweep this advice under the rug!
Before we get into this week’s article,
do you need furniture that lasts and is
comfortable for your home in Vallarta?
I represent over 150 manufacturers and
suppliers throughout Mexico that use
the correct materials and processes.
My store is SOLutions Mexico (www.
solutionsmexico.com).
You can
visit us at our Puerto Vallarta store:
363A Constitucion just off Basilio
Badillo (Open Mon through Fri 10 to
4 and Saturdays 10 to 2). If you are
not currently in Mexico, email me at
furniture@solutionsmexico.com or
WhatsApp me at +52 322 136-5156.
Consider adding a rug if you want
your condo in Puerto Vallarta to have a
designer look. I use rugs as my color
inspiration when designing a color
palette for clients’ homes. Before
we start browsing furniture, I take

my clients shopping for a rug with
colors they like. This approach makes
it easier for the new homeowner to
visualize how their place will look as
we select the color of their interior
paint for walls and furniture colors.
Rugs also are a great way to create
an illusion of a larger room. This
solution is beneficial for the many new
condo units in Vallarta and Nayarit.
Most condo units now are either onebedroom or two-bedroom. Overall,
the new condo units in our market are
smaller spaces. Therefore, anything
that can help make the space look and
feel larger is helpful.
Anyone can purchase a rug or
furniture, for that matter, based on its
looks and price tag. It is essential to
know the materials used to create bigticket items. That way, you will know

if it will last one year or twenty years.
Sadly, too many people have paid a
lot of money for furniture and décor
only to have it fall apart within one
to two years. The climate in the Bay
of Banderas area is harsh on furniture
and décor. Between the termites,
direct UV rays, salty ocean air and
high humidity, unless your furniture
and décor are made from the correct
materials, your money can be easily
misspent. I started my furniture store
thirteen years ago to help people buy
right the first time. So, let me share
some critical information to know
before you buy a rug.
Rugs are constructed in different
ways: flat weave, tufted, machine
woven and hooked.
A flatweave rug is woven on a loom,
and it has a smooth, flat look – no
pile. A flatweave rug is perfect for
those areas in your condo with a lot of
traffic. An added plus of a flat weave
rug is that it is reversible, with the
other side having the colors opposite
the primary side.
A tufted rug has individual loops
that are then sheared to create a plush
feel. Sometimes, to give an added
sculptural effect, the manufacturer will
crop some portions of the rug higher

than others. This variation creates an
additional dimension in your room and
can look quite chic.
Hooked rugs have many individual
loops, which creates a rounded pile
surface. Unlike a tufted rug, the loops
are not sheared. You can also get a
rug with different height loops to give
a more textured look. If you have fur
babies, make sure to keep their little
claws trimmed. Otherwise, they can
hook on the yarn loops.
A rug woven by a machine is often
the most long-lasting. These are massmanufactured, using materials and
processes meant to withstand excessive
use if they are looked after properly.
Machine woven rugs are smooth
and uniform in texture. Whereas flat
weave, tufted and hooked rugs are
generally handmade and therefore
more expensive, mass-manufactured
machine woven rugs tend to be more
budget-friendly.
Many machine-woven rugs already
have a latex backing to protect the
loops and keep them in place. The
latex also helps them avoid slip and
movement. If you have a handmade
rug, make sure to get a rug pad;
otherwise, your rug can easily slide on
the floor, creating a hazard.
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MARCIA Blondin | marciavallarta@gmail.com

Part one (of many)

(See location number on Central Map)

Our Lightworkers Gathering has
finished.
I had fretted and worried,
pondered and agonized for months
over how I would write about
the Gathering BEFORE it even
happened!
I am writing this three days after
the event’s conclusion and, as I told
my sister, Patrice, I will be done in
15 minutes, or it will take the rest of
the entire day.
Either way, dear readers, the
length of time to write has no
bearing on the speed at which you
read, so here we go.
Twenty-five of us met for the
first time between 4 and 7 p.m.,
Sunday, February 6, 2022, at Casa
Karma here in Puerto Vallarta. In
less than 72 hours total elapsed time
from beginning to end, we became
inextricably bound to one another
and returned to the ‘real world’ with
new and renewed intent in our hearts.
We all agreed if we had the
choice, we would have remained in
that space physically, mentally and
spiritually forever happily. From
the outside looking in, it was reality
suspended, although, in fact, the
reverse was true.
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If, 18 months ago, someone
would have told me I would eat
raw food gratefully and keep silent
for ten straight hours, fall in with
a group of total strangers and love
them to pieces to the point of having
withdrawals when our Gathering
was over, I would have called that
person insane.
We covered ‘crazy’ and witnessed
a few past-life-regression fixes. We
spoke of ancestral pain and fear on a
global scale, and we held each other
in the sunshine and laughed and
cried. We ate the lovingly prepared
raw food and did not speak for an
entire day. We gave one another
space to sit alone or join whoever,
wherever.
I missed talking, particularly at
mealtimes, but it was an interesting
and important lesson. To only have
the pure, uncooked food to deal with
and be grateful for its beginnings
and end as our nourishment. It was
a LOT of chewing!
The meditations were guided
sometimes; otherwise, we held our
own counsel sitting on the sand or
resting on the labyrinth beside the
constant movement and sounds of
the sea.

On our last day, we watched
whales breaching and playing in
our bay. During a group moment
of silent prayer to help someone
not there with us, a sacred Om
mantra began and grew in volume;
I swear in six-part harmony. Over
the deeply-felt rich tones came the
crystal clear sound of a Tibetan
singing bowl that carried all the
way into the kitchen of Casa Karma.
Our two lovely chefs later asked
who had brought the singing bowl.
The whole point of the
Lightworkers Gathering was to
share and combine our energies,
get rid of the trappings of ego and
realize we get what we give.
To focus on love because that
is all we need; it is all we are. To
laugh and play; dance and sing and
be the very best we can be every
day at all things we do.
There is help out there in the
ether! Guides and angels, family
and friends, and yes, total strangers
in spirit to meet again that will

connect with you if you ask. Our
group of Lightworkers will not
be together in Vallarta for long;
those who are leaving will take the
lessons learned and pass them on
wherever they may be in the world.
Most of us will remain here and
continue to get together and expand
our circle to include more and
more lightworkers and increase the
consciousness that we are all one.
As always, I love to hear your
comments on social media or
personally on the street or at events,
especially when they come with
hugs! Wrap yourselves in love
and kindness always, and keep that
energy flowing forward, From Here.
Oh, and just so you know, there
wasn’t a singing bowl anywhere
near Casa Karma.
Marcia Blondin
Can be contacted via email at
marciavallarta@gmail.com
or Cell 322.365.1551
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LEZA Warkentin | www.mommyinmexico.wordpress.com

Mascota getaway

(See location number on Central Map)

A couple of weeks ago we had a long weekend due to Mexican
Constitution Day. Normally my husband and I celebrate our
anniversary by escaping for a night or two, but he was starting a
new gig with a new singer, so he had to stay home and play the
same songs over and over. Because I believe in love and in our
marriage, I realized that I should not stay home and listen to the
same songs over and over. Also, my daughter was nearly perishing,
wishing to have a change of scenery. In case you are wondering,
wishing for something too long when you are fifteen means you
certainly could perish.
My parents were open to hitting the road with us. They’ve been
staying with us for a month and a half and they’ve done most of
the cool Vallarta stuff, especially since they’ve been visiting me
in Mexico for over twenty years now. We decided to head back
to a town that we haven’t been to in quite a while, up in the Sierra
Madre, nearly 100 kilometers southeast of Vallarta.
Mascota, Jalisco, is located in an agricultural area nestled in the
Sierra Madre.
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This little gem with its colonial architecture was founded in its
current location in the late 16th century. Many buildings are still
standing from the 1700s. It is several degrees cooler than Vallarta
due to its elevation (about 1,200 meters above sea level) and that
was enough motivation for us! Mascota is famous for its coffee,
homemade treats such as cookies and dried fruits, and best of all, its
raicilla, an alcoholic spirit made from the agave plant.
We drove out onto highway 544 from little Ixtapa on the outskirts
of Vallarta and followed it all the way to Mascota. We passed the
turn off to another little Pueblo Magico, San Sebastian del Oeste,
in the village of La Estancia. From La Estancia, Mascota is about
another forty-five minutes.
I was a little nervous about the switchback driving and recalled
that some of the roads weren’t fabulous. However, while there
were some potholes in isolated places, I was impressed at the
quality of the roads - well-paved and well-marked. But listen up if you typically get motion sickness on long journeys, stock up on
the dramamine (unless you’re driving, sorry). If not, be prepared
for STUNNING mountain views.
Mascota is home to a comprehensive archeological museum
sponsored by the National Geographic Society. The museum is
located in the heart of Mascota, housed in a renovated colonial
mansion. I was pretty excited about taking my parents to that
one, because how often to you get to visit a National Geographic
museum? Naturally it, along with El Pedregral, a museum with
artifacts made exclusively from stone, was closed for the Mexican
holiday.
But that didn’t stop us from fun and games. Although I must say,
this is not Vallarta. This is quiet, calm and chill. This is “finally
finish that book” or “get a midday nap in” or “sit at a café and
watch some people”. With a fifteen-year-old along, it was also
“find something active or pay the price”. And we did.
We walked up to the Cerrito de la Cruz, a small chapel on top
of the hill on the outskirts of town where we could see the entire
pueblo laid out before us and the mountains that surrounded it. It.
was. gorgeous. My daughter took it jogging, while we staggered
slightly behind her.
We stayed at the lovely, sparkling clean, hacienda-style Encanto
de la Sierra hotel. The prices were more than reasonable and the
staff was bilingual and fantastically friendly and helpful. We could
walk to the central plaza in under 10 minutes.
Other sites that are recommended are the ruins of the unfinished
La Iglesia de la Preciosa Sangre, over 120 years old, and the
Corrinches Dam, just ten minutes from Mascota where a lake has
been formed from the dam.
I recommend getting a table al fresco at Cafe Napoles, about a
block from the main plaza, and sample their varied menu while
letting the sun warm you and the birds hop around your chair. If
you have a fifteen-year-old, she’s bound to drag you off to the little
shops within walking distance, but you’ll be able to find locallymade raicilla while browsing, so it’s all good.
We enjoyed our quick getaway to Mascota, and I hope we’ll
be able to go back soon. It’s the perfect solution for a change of
temperature and a change of pace.
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Ranked: where expats find it easiest to settle in

6

respondents from across the globe.
Together, they represent a total of
174 nationalities and live in 186
countries or territories around the
world.
Respondents are asked to rate
up to 37 factors related to various
aspects of expat life on a scale of
one to seven.
One of those factors is the Ease
of Settling In. Members are asked
questions on if they feel at home in
their new destination; if they find
it friendly; how easy it is to make
friends; and if they find the local
language a barrier to assimilating.
Their answers are used to create
three subcategory indices, which
are compiled to create an overall
ranking of where expats find it
easiest to settle in.
The minimum sample size per
country is 75 respondents making
it possible to rank 59 countries by
where expats find it easiest to settle
in.
Some interesting points from the
research:
Mexico is where expats find it
easiest to settle in.
Mexico and Costa Rica were
rated the best places for making
friends.
Expats find Taiwan the friendliest
place to live.
Expats in Malaysia find it easiest
to get by without learning the local
language.

Kuwait, Japan and Denmark are
ranked at the bottom of the index.
In Sweden, Denmark and
Norway, expats say making friends
is particularly difficult.
Mexico, Malaysia, and Portugal
are where expats feel most at home.
Expats find the language barrier is
particularly challenging in Hungary
and Russia.
For expats in the Nordic countries
(Denmark, Sweden, Norway and
Finland), making connections seems
to be particularly challenging.

The Ease of Settling In Index
consists of four subcategories:
Feeling at Home / Finding Friends
Friendliness / Language
Respondents rated various factors
in each subcategory on a scale from
one (very bad) to seven (very good).
These were then compiled to create
the below ranking of the countries
where expats find it easiest to settle
in. Mexico ranked #1.
While an additional ranking was
not created for language, the other
three are as follows.

Rank Feeling at home
Friendliness Finding friends
1
Mexico			Taiwan		Mexico
2
Portugal		Mexico		Costa Rica
(Source: www.atlasandboots.com)

(See location number on Central Map)

(See location number on Central Map)

The countries where expats find it
easiest to settle in have been ranked
with Mexico taking the top spot.
Mexico has topped the rankings
of an expat survey of where expats
find it easiest to settle in, with
expats reporting that the country
is friendly, welcoming and an easy
place to make friends.
Other countries that performed
well were Malaysia, Costa Rica,
Colombia and Bahrain. At the other
end of the spectrum, Germany,
Austria, Denmark and Japan all
performed poorly with Kuwait
named the country where expats
find it hardest to settle in.
92% of respondents said they
find Mexicans are typically
friendly towards foreign residents.
Similarly, 89% said they are also
happy with the general friendliness
of the population – 20 percentage
points higher than the global
average of 69%.
73% of expats also said they
find Spanish, the local language in
Mexico, easy to learn compared to
39% globally.
With more than 4.1 million
members in 420 cities around the
world, InterNations is the largest
global community and a useful
source of information for people
who live and work abroad.
Now in its eighth year, its annual
expat survey draws on data from
a survey of over 12,000 expat
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Vaccination certificates
are still mandatory in Jalisco

Every year, local vendors and businesses gather to sell their goods
at those markets… locally grown organic fruit and vegetables,
homemade yogurt and cheeses, jams, local honey, soaps and lotions,
fresh cut flowers, jewelry, shoes and clothes, art creations, etc.
Tuesdays – 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. - Riviera Farmers Market
Nuevo Vallarta – Business Center parking lot.
Wednesdays - 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. – Bucerías Farmers’ Market in
the Chedraui parking lot Thursdays - 6 to 10 p.m.
- Marina Thursday Night Market
along the Malecon of Marina Vallarta.
Fridays – 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. - Sayulita Market
near the entrance to the town on Revolución.
Fridays – 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. – Artisan Farmers’ Market
at the eastern end of Isla Cuale
Saturdays – 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. – Three Hens & a Rooster
Market – at the eastern end of Isla Cuale
Saturdays - 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. – Olas Altas Farmers’ Market
at Lazaro Cardenas Park
Saturdays - 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. – Lo de Marcos Market
Sundays – 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. - La Cruz Sunday Market
along the Malecon of the La Cruz Marina

Great fun, tons of samples and treats …and a great way
to support the LOCAL economy.

(Sources: banderasnews.com, coronavirus.jalisco.gob.mx, Vallarta Independiente)

(See location number on Central Map)

Market days around the Bay

February 15 Update: On February 14, the Jalisco Board of Health
established that the need to present a Covid Vaccine certificate (or
negative PCR test) to enter bars, clubs, casinos and other entertainment
venues will remain in effect until (at least) March 15, 2022.
After Governor Enrique Alfaro Ramírez announced that “The
same measures that are in force today, will continue in the coming
weeks”, state authorities on Saturday confirmed that vaccination
certificates will still be required to enter bars, clubs, and other leisure
establishments, despite the fact that the deadline was set to expire on
February 12, 2022.
It was last January 14 when it became mandatory to present said
certificate to enter clubs, bars, cabarets, billiard halls and nightclubs,
however, the date on which that rule would lose validity was Saturday,
February 12, according to what was published in the Official State
Newspaper.
But in the current report, it highlights that the certificate, or the
negative PCR test, will continue to be necessary to enter these
businesses, although it was not specified until what date the
establishments must request the documents.
New containment strategies were also announced, in which
municipal governments will have to establish their own mechanisms
to prevent Covid-19 contagion and will no longer be governed by
state orders.
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The US official’s perspective differed from that of her Mexican counterpart

US energy secretary expressed concern over Mexico’s electrical reform
United States Energy
Secretary
Jennifer
Granholm conveyed “real
concerns” about Mexico’s
proposed electricity reform
during her recent visit to
Mexico City, contrary to
statements by Mexican
officials.
Energy Minister Rocío
Nahle said that the United
States was not concerned
about
the
planned
constitutional reform – which would
guarantee 54% of the electricity
market to the state-owned Federal
Electricity
Commission,
but
Granholm countered that claim.
“Throughout my trip, I met
with senior Mexican leadership,
including President Andrés Manuel
López Obrador, as well as industry,
legislators, and civil society, for
frank and respectful dialogue.
In each meeting, we expressly
conveyed
the
Biden-Harris
administration’s real concerns with
the potential negative impact of
Mexico’s proposed energy reforms
on U.S. private investment in
Mexico,” she said.
“The proposed reform could also
hinder U.S.-Mexico joint efforts
on clean energy and climate,”
Granholm added.
On a more positive note, the
energy secretary said she was
assured that Mexico is committed
to supporting clean energy and
resolving current disputes with
energy projects within the rule of
law.
“Mexico is blessed with an
abundance of potential renewable
energy, that, if fully realized, could
power its own country at least
10 times over, create millions of
good-paying jobs, and develop
an extraordinary export industry
geared for a world in need of clean
energy solutions,” the statement
continued.

“We
have
expressed
our
enthusiasm about working with the
Mexican government to advance
their climate goals, and grow a
competitive and diversified clean
energy economy,” Granholm said.
Four United States Democratic
Party senators wrote to the energy
secretary early last week to urge
her to challenge the Mexican
government on its decision
to
“prioritize
fossil
fuel development over
renewable energy.”
They warned of a range of
adverse consequences if the
proposed electricity reform
is approved, including the
cancellation of renewable
energy permits, contracts,
and certificates.
In
public
remarks
during a meeting with
Foreign Affairs Minister
Marcelo Ebrard, Granholm
acknowledged that “there
may be issues” with regard
to the electricity reform but
emphasized that the United
States and Mexico would
continue to be “strong
allies”
and
“strongly
supportive of a strong North
American economy.”
In a letter sent to
Republican
Party
Representative
Buddy
Carter the same day,
the
energy
secretary,

Secretary of Commerce
Gina
Raimondo
and
United
States
Trade
Representative Katherine
Tai
declared
that
U.S. agencies remain
committed to ensuring fair
treatment of U.S. investors
in Mexico.
The
officials
told
the lawmaker that the
Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative
was
continuing to review Mexico’s
energy sector plans to determine
their compliance or lack thereof
with the USMCA, the North
American free trade pact that took
effect in July 2020. U.S. lawmakers,
including the senators who wrote to
Granholm last week, have warned
that the electricity reform violates
USMCA provisions.

The Congress is expected to vote
on the controversial bill – which
requires two-thirds support to pass
– in April. The ruling Morena
party doesn’t have a supermajority
in either the Chamber of Deputies
or the Senate, meaning it will need
the support of some opposition
lawmakers to approve the reform.
The Canadian Chamber of
Commerce
in
Mexico,
the
European Union’s ambassador to
Mexico, U.S. Ambassador Ken
Salazar and the Mexican Solar
Energy Association have also
raised concerns about the planned
constitutional change, which would
partially reverse the 2013 reform
that opened up the electricity and
oil markets to foreign and private
companies.
(Sources: mexiconewsdaily.com,
El Universal)

GRAND FINALE
THIS SUNDAY!
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Golden Buzzer brings back Alkoliti Flow
from ROUND 1
So, You Think You Can RISE! PV’s 1st Variety
Talent Show at Teatro Vallarta - 7:30 p.m.
Get your tickets for this amazing show
featuring new local artists who have been
working hard to put on a great show for you!
These 7 contestants will battle it out for
$10,000 Peso Grand Prize, and your vote
will help determine the winner!
Join PV’s up and coming artists AND
Celebrities for an unforgettable night of
entertainment!
Hosted by PV’s Freddie Mercury
with guest performances by Judges
Kim Kuza and Gouda Gabor,
and a few other surprise artists.
Rounding out the Judges team is Paco Ojeda
- music educator and producer and host of
‘Coffee and Headlines’
This is the place to be - get your tickets now!
risepv.com
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Buying jewelry can be intimidating. When
it comes to precious gems such as emeralds it
is important to look for details to make sure
you are getting what you paid for.
What should you be looking for when
buying emeralds?
- COLOR Did you know the best emeralds come
from Colombia? What makes Colombian
emeralds unique compared to those that come
from Brazil and Zambia are their warmer and
more intense greens - some call it a bluishgreen. Color saturation is the most important
factor in high-quality emeralds. Unlike
diamonds where carat weight plays a much
larger role in the pricing of the gem, a small
emerald with a deep blue-green vivid color
can fetch a much higher price than a larger
emerald with poor color quality.
- CLARITY OR PURITY Even the most expensive emeralds will have
inclusions, it is very rare to find an emerald
without inclusions and the ones that have less
or they are not invisible to the naked eye are
the most prized. The inclusions or veins in an
emerald is known as its garden or Jardin. It
is important to see a magnified picture of an
emerald or see it through a loupe so you can
see its garden. If an emerald has no garden it
is likely it is not real.
- CUT The most popular cut, which refers to the
depth, shape and faceting of the stone is the
emerald cut. Not just used for emeralds, It
is a rectangular square step that was initially
developed around the 1500s. There are many
different facet shapes for emeralds, but the
bottom line is if you are wanting to buy a
faceted stone look for one where the facets
are symmetrical and uniform that brings out
the color and vibrancy of the stone.

- AND FINALLY… SIZE On average 5 tons of dirt has to be removed
in the mining process to find a “gem-quality”
emerald over 1 carat making the price rise
dramatically. An emerald with all the elements
above and then finally 1 carat or more can
yield a very high price. When it comes to
emeralds, bigger is not necessarily better.
If you are looking to invest in an emerald,
experts agree it is better to find a high-quality
emerald with excellent color as opposed to a
larger stone with poor color quality.
Where can you find emeralds or as the title
suggests “green gold” in Puerto Vallarta?
LOD Jewelry, a jewelry and art gallery on
Calle Corona downtown is considered the goto for emeralds in PV. The brother team have
been passionate about emeralds since they
were kids growing up in Bogota, Colombia.
In recent years they have been able to visit the
mines in their home country and hand select
emeralds that they use in their unique and
modern designs. The brothers love sharing
information about their favorite subject
and showing off the colorful stones in their
beautifully decorated gallery in the heart of
Puerto Vallarta.
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...AND GOINGS

MARCIA Blondin | marciavallarta@gmail.com

COMINGS...
February 20, Sunday, 7:30 p.m. at Teatro Vallarta: The Grand
Finale Fundraiser for RISE Children’s Shelter. This concert is a big
deal, everybody; nearly a year’s worth of energy has gone into this
production to find Vallarta’s rising star. Be there, fill this theater to
the rafters, and you will have a(nother) reason to return annually
to see what spectacular show will follow this one a year from now.
February 22, Tuesday at 3 p.m., El Rio BBQ Bar: Richard
Arnold and the Groove Swingers’ LAST performance. Catch this
great band, enjoy the day at El Rio and hang around for...
February 22, 6:30 p.m. Tribute Tuesday at El Rio BBQ Bar:
Dave Lafame returns to Paso Ancho channeling the amazing Roy
Orbison.
February 23, Wednesday, 1 p.m. at Qulture: Scrabble for
beginners, intermediates and a couple of self-proclaimed Masters.
February 26, Saturday, 3 p.m. at the Palm Cabaret: Check
Richard Arnold and his fantastic band, the Groove Swingers, as
they play their last gig of the season in Vallarta. I hope Richard and
company make this an annual event but extend the time next year.
February 26 and 27, Saturday and Sunday at El Rio BBQ Bar:
The last Riverfest fundraiser for Pasitos de Luz. Thanks to everyone
who purchased tickets and have SOLD OUT both days of music,
fun and food. This will be bittersweet, with El Rio closing its doors
in May after 11 years of business and ten years of Riverfest. Let’s
make it memorable!
February 27, Sunday at the IAMPV School at the Gourmet
Station on Francisco Villa: Something completely different. This
note from Daniel Oliveros: “The Orquesta Sinfónica Vallarta
is having its second concert of the season with a first for the
orchestra, a “Symphonic Rock” program. We’ll feature modern
music from The Doors, Queen, Aerosmith, AC/DC, Metallica, The
Verve, Michael Jackson and more. We will also feature not one, not
two, but THREE different soloists! Singer Brenda Gaviño, Violinist
Carlos Rodriguez, and Bucerias-based group Bay Roots will all
rock out in different songs that will make you stomp your feet and
bounce your head.” Tickets are available at the door for only 200
pesos for adults and 50 pesos for children and students. Come early
for the best seats!
March 01, Tribute Tuesday at El Rio BBQ Bar in Paso Ancho:
Marty Jones is Tom Petty. You loved Martin in the Eagles tribute,
so come early!
March 10, Thursday at the Palm Cabaret: Returning to Vallarta in
glorious song - Paul Aleman and Renee Armand. Renee’s brother
Rick will be joining the duo that packed houses every time they
stepped on a stage. Of course, there will be John Denver songs and
so much more.

Last week, the Eagles Tribute at El Rio was a smashing, sold-out
event - the first sold-out concert in two years! The dance floor was
packed all night long. Canadian guitarists Marty and Ray, fresh from
sell-out performances all over Mexico, sang seamlessly together,
warranting the three encores and standing ovation. From here, they
traveled to Mazatlan for two more sold-out shows before heading
back to the frozen North. Marty Jones will be back on March 01 as
Tom Petty. Get your tickets fast for this one!
ARTe VallARTa Museo is open to the public! The museum is open
every day from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., except Tuesday, and admission is
free for now. It was lovely on Opening Night to have a couple of the
painters whose art adorns the main gallery walls - Ada Colorina and
Javier Niño, both patas saladas who have been painting, sketching,
drawing since they were born. The museum has some very affordable
memberships (from 1,000 pesos/year) that will help them acquire
more art and offer you widely varied discounts on all sorts of things.
The Museum Gift Shop is open as well; everything in the store is
handmade in Vallarta. Keep in mind this museum will always be
a work in progress, ever-changing, with new collections and old
masterpieces being added as they become available. It touched my
heart to see original Manuel Lepe canvases. All the originals reflect
Vallarta’s simple, charming beginnings as a city full of light, color,
and magic. Find the Museo in colonia El Remance, an easy 10-minute
walk from the center of town at 164 G. Prieto.
AirOtic Soiree is new in town and believe me; the secret is OUT!
The hottest show in Vallarta has arrived from Europe and will leave
you breathless, terrified, astounded and absolutely in love with four
fabulous acrobats / dancers / gymnasts. I need a new word that
means: strong, perfect, boneless bodies!
If you remember being a kid at the circus seeing trapeze artists for the
first time, not daring to breathe and watching half of it through fingers
covering your eyes - that feeling is this show. Amazing choreography
with exquisite timing that dictates one false move and...
After the heart-stopping aerials, playfulness, sensuality, nudity
skillfully camouflaged with lights, color, costumes and all of it
anchored by a pulsing sound system.
The covid back-story of this small but mighty troupe is
heartbreaking; however, they have come a long way to entertain you,
so go to Industry - yes, this Men-only nightclub is opening its doors
to the public for this show - every Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m.
AirOtic Soiree has created a triumvirate with the two other eyepopping male cabaret shows in Vallarta - Boys on Fire at the Palm
and It’s Raining Men at Act II.
The Salty Paw Jazz Orchestra in concert was a very successful
sold-out fundraiser. Monies will be split between the International
Friendship Club and The Musical Arts Institute, IAMPV. The IFC
funds its cleft palate program for kids, among many other projects.
IAMPV teaches children how to read music, play an instrument or
two and forever instills a love of making and sharing music that
crosses all borders and languages. Guest star Deborah Dunn sang
‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ beautifully, and the Salty Paw Jazz
Orchestra wowed the audience with their upbeat encore - Bruno
Mars’ Uptown Funk. It was fabulous!

Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

What are you doing
tonight?
Are you dying to laugh your head off? Do you want to sing along
to music that you love? Do you want to get emotional and cry?
Do you want to get up on your feet and dance to the music?
Act2PV has just the show for you, bringing you the BEST OF
THE BEST entertainment for 2022! This beautiful, 5-star venue
truly has something for everyone, including high-quality theatrical
productions, internationally renowned musical cabaret, and hilarious
drag shows! Act2PV’s incredible entertainment, with its amazing
sound and lighting systems, is on par with any theater in North
America… at a very affordable price! Come early and enjoy a drink
in the beautiful, fully-equipped Encore bar! All government Covid
protocols are strictly enforced. “Safe entertainment” is our motto!
Discounts available at Saturday Market!
Also, stop by the Act2PV booth at the Saturday market on Olas Altos
to meet the incredible Act2PV performers in person! Then you can
find out about Act2PV’s “special-deal-of-the-week!” Many shows
are included! Lots of people have already signed up and saved $$ on
their tickets purchased at the market!
Act2PV has been designated by TripAdvisor
as the #1 Entertainment Venue in the Banderas Bay and #2
on the list of “Things to Do in Puerto Vallarta!”

Please check out the thousands of 5-star reviews for “Act2PV” on TripAdvisor, GoogleMyBusiness.com, Facebook and other social media!
For more information, or to buy tickets, go to act2pv.com. You can also get your ticket at our box office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
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Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

SELENA,
The Show

Opening Wednesday, Feb. 23
6:00 p.m. (3 shows only)
Act2PV
welcomes
the
beautiful Losanna Diaz Avila
to its stage as she presents
a show dedicated to one of
Mexico’s favorite artists,
Selena!
Selena was born in the
U.S., but eventually became
known as the “Queen of
Tejana” (a mixture of country
and pop music), as well as
the “Mexican Madonna,”
because of her sexy clothing
and fabulous dance moves.
Tragically, her life was cut
short when she was murdered
by the president of her fan club,

but her contributions to music
and fashion made her one of
the most celebrated MexicanAmerican entertainers of the
late 20th century.
Billboard Magazine named
her the top-selling Latin artist!
Losanna was born in
California and has lived in
Puerto Vallarta for the past 8
years, headlining as a singer
at many hotels around the Bay.
She was a recent contestant in
the Aztec Voice 2021, and has
loved Selena’s music since she
was a child.
Thanks to the power and
versatility of her voice and her
tremendous charisma onstage,
Losanna pays a worthy tribute
to Selena, singing songs such
as Missing My Baby, Bidi Bidi
Bom-Bom, I’m Getting Used
to You, Como la Flor… and
many more (in both English
and Spanish)!
Do not miss this spectacular
show!
It will be a gala night, where
you can dance to the addictive
Latin rhythms of Losanna’s
live band on the brand new
dance floor in the Starlight
Cabaret!
Join us and experience the
presence, charisma and voice
of the international legend,
Selena.
Tickets are available now at
www.act2pv.com

Here’s What People are Saying about Act2PV:
TripAdvisor ★★★★★
Act2 – You Simply Have To

“…While many people may flock to Puerto Vallarta for the sun
and the stand, I come for the stars. The theatrical community
in Puerto Vallarta rivals any I’ve ever seen within the states.
While their shows may not be big budget like Broadway or the
touring casts thereof, I have laughed, cried, and been awed
more in Act 2 than just about any other theatre I could name…”

Showguide (February 18 - 25)
It is very important to always check
the website at act2pv.com
for last-minute changes to the show schedule!
FABULOUS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18
7:00 – The Best of Broadway
7:30 – Gladys Knight, starring Lauren J Stovall
9:30 – It’s Raining Men

DISCO &
BEYOND

Thursdays – 8:00 p.m.
Feel like dancing?
Joi Carter, international
headliner and star of
Act2PV’s Classic Motown
Revue and It’s Raining Men,
takes you on an incredible
journey back to the Disco
Era of the 1970’s!
The magnetic Joi will hold
you captive with her smooth,
powerful vocals and highenergy performance! It’s
amazing how this beautiful
sex kitten makes heartbreak
and loneliness sound so
good and danceable!
We won’t be able to keep
you from singing along
and dancing in the aisles!
With songs made famous
by Gloria Gaynor, Donna
Summer, Sister Sledge,
Diana Ross, Sylvester and
many more, Joi is sure to
get that Disco Ball spinning
once again!
We urge you to wear your
best DISCO FASHIONS
and relive Studio 54 and the
Disco Era!
Join us and
LET’S PARTY!

SAVVY SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19
7:00 – MAMMA MIA!
7:30 – TINA, starring Diana Villamonte
8:00 – Queens of Country, starring Bobbi Goddard
9:30 – Mama Tits, starring Confessions of a Ho
SUPER SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 20
7:00 – Follies LaRouge
7:30 – So Much Soul, starring Kevin-Anthony
9:30 – Shine, starring Stevie Hart
MARVELOUS MONDAY, FEBRUARY 21
6:00 – Rendezvous
7:00 – Whitney Houston Tribute Show, starring Diana Villamonte
7:30 – Classic Motown
9:00 – Reveal
9:30 – Mama Tits, starring in Confessions of a Ho
TERRIFIC TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 22
6:00 – Bruno Mars Tribute, starring Victor Do Espirito
7:30 – Jersey Boys Tribute, starring Marc Lopez
8:30 – Broadway Backwards, starring Louis Whitaker
9:30 – Hedda Lettuce, starring in Raunch Dressing
WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
6:00 – Classic Motown
6:00 – (OPENING NIGHT) Selena, the Show
7:00 – The Best of Broadway
8:00 – It’s Raining Men
9:00 – Karma Chameleon, starring Karma La Perra
THANKFUL THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
6:00 – RETCHLESS, starring Steven Retchless  
7:00 – MAMMA MIA!
7:30 – SUPREME
8:00 – Disco & Beyond, starring Joi Carter
9:30 – Hedda Lettuce, starring in Raunch Dressing
FABULOUS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25
7:00 – The Best of Broadway
7:30 – Gladys Knight, starring Lauren J Stovall
9:30 – It’s Raining Men!

PAYMENT BY PAYPAL (Visa & Mastercard) NOW AVAILABLE ONLINE ON OUR WEBSITE! Tickets are also available at the box office located upstairs at the
corner of Basilio Badillo and Insurgentes, open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Be sure to check out the incredible reviews on TripAdvisor, Google and Facebook, too!
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Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

MAMMA MIA!

Thursdays & Saturdays 7:00 pm

Mamma Mia! the most
exciting 5-star musical in PV
history, returns to Act2PV
for its 3rd exciting year!
Featuring the unforgettable
music of ABBA, lots of
great acting, singing and
dancing, this wonderful “feel
good” show has sold-out
almost every time it has been
performed!
Get your tickets now at
www.act2pv.com/shows

Best of Broadway
Wednesdays & Fridays
– 7:00 pm

“Best of Broadway” is a
rollercoaster of Broadway fun
that was created so that the
audience can sing along with
every song!
Featuring beautiful singing and
dancing, creative set designs,
gorgeous costumes, and beautiful
choral harmonies, duets, solos,
and mini vignettes, this is MUSTSEE IN Puerto Vallarta!

SUMPREME
/ It’s My Party
Thursdays - 7:30 pm

“It’s My Party” is a
SUPREME
MUSICAL
REVUE, inspired by The
Supremes and the greatest girl
groups of all time! Featuring
beautiful women, gorgeous
costumes, graceful dancing
and incredible harmonizing!

It’s Raining
Men!

Wednesdays - 7:30 pm,
Fridays 9:30 pm

International
headliner
Joi Carter - Mistress of
Men, joins the sexiest male
dancers in Puerto Vallarta in
a SIZZLING, HOT NEW
SHOW with SENSUAL
choreography, SEXY strip
tease, and SEDUCTIVE
music, as well as the hardest
bodies you’ve ever seen! IT’S
RAINING MEN…. and the
storm is coming to Act2PV!

Broadway
Backwards

Tuesdays | 8:30 pm

Broadway Backwards puts
a whole new twist on your
favorite Broadway show
tunes as the handsome and
talented Louis Whitaker
shares his personal journey
with show tunes that were
originally written for a
woman!

DISCO &
BEYOND

Bruno Mars
Tribute
Tuesdays - 6:00 pm

High-octane,
feel-good
celebration of Bruno Mars,
starring Vallarta’s #1 front
man, Victor Do Espirito. Get
a little bit wild, shake your
booty and high-five as you
sing and dance along to this
incredible music!

Follies
LaRouge

Sundays | 7:00 pm

Tuesdays – 7:30 pm

Marc Lopez stars in
“Jersey Boys,” featuring
a quartet of handsome
guys, that sing and dance
to the music of The
Jersey Boys, Frankie
Valli and the Four
Seasons!

Gladys Knight
Tribute
Fridays | 7:30 pm

Starring Joi Carter
Thursdays – 8:00 pm

A disco dance party featuring
International
Headliner,
Joi Carter! Wear your best
DISCO FASHIONS and relive
Studio 54 and the Disco Era!

Jersey Boys
Tribute

Bedazzling
extravaganza
of Broadway, Vaudeville
& Burlesque, produced
by NYC choreographer,
Kim LaRue, and featuring
beautiful showgirls, gorgeous
guys, dynamic singers and
fabulous entertainers.

International
singing
sensation, Lauren J. Stovall
takes you down Motown’s
Memory Lane as she pays
homage to her musical idol,
Gladys Knight, with an
ageless selection of Gladys’
hit songs.

Tickets to shows are available at act2pv.com/shows or at the box office, now open 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. daily. Online payments may be made through PayPal, and
Visa, MC and Cash at the box office are accepted. Be sure to check out Act2PV’s thousands of reviews on TripAdvisor, Google, Facebook and other social media!
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Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.

Mama Tits “Confessions
of a Ho!”

Mondays & Saturdays - 9:30

Comedy
drag
show,
featuring Vallarta’s 7’6”
POWERHOUSE,
Mama
Tits, with all-live vocals,
soulful stories and comedic
drama. * 2 nights/week!

Karma
Chameleon

Raunch
Dressing

Reveal

Mondays – 9:00 pm

Shine

Sundays - 9:30 pm

Starring Hedda Lettuce
Tuesdays & Thursdays
– 9:30 pm

The hilarious NYC drag icon,
Hedda Lettuce, presents a drag
show, featuring green hair, crisp
stand-up comedy, quick wit and
fresh comedic songs!
* 2 nights/week!

Rendezvous
Mondays – 6:00 pm

“Reveal” is a provocative,
cheeky,
sultry
and
delightfully
decadent,
sexy “Peek-a-Boo Revue”
produced
by
NYC
Choreographer, Kimberly
LaRue, featuring vocalists
Louis Whitaker and
Jordan Carnegie, along
with the Follies LaRouge
dance troupe.

RETCHLESS
Thursdays - 6:00 pm

Stevie Hart (the drag alter
ego of singer/dancer, Steven
Retchless), will mesmerize
you with her 8-inch heels,
sultry voice, sensual dancing,
and
fiery/heart-warming
storytelling that will make
you laugh and cry at the same
time. (*New day/time)

So Much
Soul

Sundays - 7:30 pm

Wednesdays – 9:00 p.m.

Drag diva, Karma La Perra,
presents a brand-new drag
show featuring first-rate,
professional LIVE vocals,
comedy, sexy costumes and
exotic dancing.

Tina

Starring Diana Villamonte
*Saturdays – 7:30

Due to popular demand,
Diana brings back her #1
show, a tribute to TINA
TURNER!
Diana’s
powerful vocals, gorgeous
costumes, incredible stage
presence, high energy, and
beautiful dancers makes
TINA “Simply The Best”
night out of the year!

Whitney Houston
Tribute
Mondays - 7:00 pm

A classic cabaret in
Act2PV’s Red Room--from Sinatra to Broadway!
Featuring the beautiful
Delilah Beaucoup, Nick
Dorado, and Hal Bonta
along with the beautiful
Follies Vallarta Dancers.
Classy, Sassy and All That
Jazz...JOIN US!

Steven Retchless, singer/
dancer,
Semi-Finalist
in
America’s Got Talent reality
show,
and
International
Pole Champion, presents an
incredible blend of singing,
storytelling, dancing, poledancing, and a few exciting
surprises!

Kevin-Anthony
and
his Roxsand Band
put the capital “S” in
SOUL MUSIC with this
exciting new show, “SO
MUCH SOUL!”

The
Queen
of
PV
entertainment and Voice of
Mexico Runner-Up, Diana
Villamonte, presents her
new tribute to Whitney
Houston show, featuring her
LIVE BAND!

Tickets to shows are available at act2pv.com/shows or at the box office, now open 10 a.m. - 10 p.m. daily. Online payments may be made through PayPal, and
Visa, MC and Cash at the box office are accepted. Be sure to check out Act2PV’s thousands of reviews on TripAdvisor, Google, Facebook and other social media!
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Alfonso López!

Act2PV Co-Owner, Alfonso López, Gets
Elected to Mensa México Board! And
was elected to the role of National SIGHT
Coordinator for Mensa International at
the recent conference in Xalapa, Veracruz,
Mexico earlier this month!
In addition to his new roles in Mensa
México and Mensa International, Alfonso
will be recruiting members from all over
México and will administer the entrance
exam. Alfonso is excited about including
Act2PV as an official test center, as well
as representing Puerto Vallarta within the
Mensa Organization.
About Alfonso López
Alfonso López has a Masters of Music
from the University of Texas, UTPA. In
Texas, he directed musicals and taught at
the University of Texas – RGV and South
Texas College. He also directed children’s
youth and adult choirs and directed more

than 150 concerts at the Opera Teatro
Bar. He has also been a performer in
various plays, movies, recitals, operas and
musicals in Mexico and the United States.
He joined Act2PV in 2014, and shortly
after was offered partnership. Alfonso was
instrumental in creating the new face of
Act2PV, helping to choose the new name
and allowing Act2PV to put an emphasis in
entertainment with music.
How to Become a Mensa Member
Alfonso will be offering people the
opportunity to take an entrance exam to Mensa
México on Saturday, March 5, 2022 at 2:00
p.m. in the Starlight Cabaret at Act2PV,
located at the corner of Basilio Badillo and
Insurgentes in Puerto Vallarta. If you would
like to take the test in English, please contact
Alfonso at sight@mensa.org.mx For more
information about Mensa, go to https://
mensa.org.mx/01/index.php/admison/

What is Mensa?
Mensa is an apolitical and
non-religious association of
people with a high IQ that was
founded in England in 1946
and has been present in Mexico
since 2007. Mensa accepts as
members whose IQ is within
the top 2% of the general
population and offers them
the possibility of enriching
each other’s company and
participating in a wide range
of activities. Mensa Mexico
is part of the largest and oldest
intellectual society in the
world, Mensa International,
which comprises more than
110,000 members in 100
countries. Its name comes
from Latin and means “table.”
It refers to a round table of
dialogue, where race, religious
creed, nationality, age, political
position, ideology, educational
level and socioeconomic
status are irrelevant, since
members have equal rights and
obligations. Its main objectives
are: To provide members with
a socially and intellectually
stimulating
environment,
identify and foster intelligence
for the benefit of humanity,
and
motivate
research,
characteristics and uses of
intelligence.
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Tickets are available at act2pv.com/shows or at
the box office, now open 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily.
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Breaking up in love
GISELLE Belanger

RN, LCSW

| ggbelangerpv@gmail.com

It is often necessary to break up even if you are still in love. For most
of us that is a counterintuitive thought; if you are in love, why break up,
if you are in love, why can’t you work it out, etc.?
Love is not enough
There are many circumstances when love is not always enough. The
first of which is the most basic; both partners have to be in love with
each other. One partner can love the other more than life, but if it’s not
mutual, then the love they feel is not enough. One person can’t create
the sparks and re-light the flame… it takes two.
Love is not the only vital ingredient to a healthy relationship.
There must also be mutual respect, honesty, autonomy, and effective
communication. If these are not in place and functioning, then love is
not enough. Love may be the backbone and strength of a relationship
that gives two people the desire and courage to work on improving these
other essential aspects of the relationship, but love alone will not make
a successful or healthy relationship.
Grow together or apart
Being true to yourself takes a lot of courage, especially when it means
leaving a committed relationship because in your heart of hearts, you
know you are not happy with the life you are leading and you want to go
in another direction. Elizabeth Gilbert famously describes in her bestselling memoir, “Eat, Pray, Love”, her cathartic release and insight the
night she decided to leave her marriage.
Wanting to go in another direction, doesn’t mean that your partner did
anything wrong. You probably even still love him, it’s just that your
life isn’t what you’ve dreamed of and you are not happy, and so the
time has come to break up. This can be very hard to explain to your
partner and to your friends and family. You may be highly criticized
and misunderstood. It takes courage to admit this to yourself and then
to others.
Both partners may realize that they are growing apart.
There may be several conversations around this trying to discover why
or how to fix it. Often times, a decision to split is the most loving thing
you can do for each other. How loving to genuinely wish each other the
best and set each other free and to encourage him to seek and discover a

new life that is fulfilling and that he’s passionate about… no matter how
much it hurts to do so.
Love does not conquer all
There are also things more powerful than love such as drug and
alcohol addiction, sex addiction, domestic violence, some infidelities,
lasting effects of trauma (PTSD), and childhood abuse. Such problems
are severe enough and have long-term psychological roots that require
a lot of dedication to work to overcome and/or learn to manage. Many
marriages cannot withstand the pressure and tension nor the direct
effects and destructive patterns and dynamics, which gravely effect the
spouse and children. Such problems interfere with all life areas (work,
social, family, finance, legal, physical/mental health, spiritual) causing
self-destruction and destruction of the marriage/relationship.
Willingness to change or resolve problems
Sometimes the couple is able to identify the problem, but one or both
of the partners do not want to change. They aren’t willing to do the
work, or they don’t feel it’s worth it, or they might feel so defeated by
it that they are no longer willing to fight it or keep trying. They give up
and resolve themselves to accepting what it’s become.
Consider addiction (alcohol, drug, sex). They might deny they have
a problem, or they might know they have a drinking problem but refuse
to deal with it no matter how much they love you or you love them. The
addiction is stronger and more powerful than any amount of love.
Other times, one of the partners refuses to accept the problem and
their role in it. This is common with domestic violence batterers who
rarely believe or admit they are abusive and easily justify their actions
and attitudes. “She makes me crazy the way she disrespects me, I’m not
going to put up with that” or “She came home 20 minutes late, you bet
I was mad”. Even if the victim leaves, the batterer isn’t usually willing
or capable of changing.
Must endure the pain!
No matter what your reason(s) for breaking up in love, it is going to
be very painful for both partners. Accepting that love doesn’t conquer
all is extremely difficult especially because that’s not what we grow up
believing. Admitting that something as powerful as love isn’t enough,
leaves us feeling powerless over other forces that have intruded our
relationship. There is a lot of anger, sometimes at the person who found
the courage to leave, and sometimes just at the fact that this is where
you’ve both ended up.
Staying strong and true to yourself and to the person you broke up
with is essential. If you consider going back to escape the pain, you
are just trading one pain for another. If you know that you had to leave
because of something stronger than yourself, such as addiction, domestic
violence, or other problems that became insurmountable, then trust the
humble wisdom that you couldn’t change that person or their behavior
and you absolutely had to save yourself. We each owe it to ourselves
to live the best life we can and find our own happiness; not wait for
someone else to change and make us happy.
So many times despite our best efforts and failed attempts begging
and pleading with someone to change, to stop certain behaviors, or to
get professional help, require that we surrender and accept that their
process is not going to be the same as ours. We must go forward and
embrace our own process without them.
Written by: Giselle Belanger
RN, LCSW (psychotherapist) is available for appointments in person, by phone,
or by skype webcam. Contact info: ggbelangerpv@gmail.com Mex cell: (322) 138-9552
or US cell: +1- (312) 914-5203
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The answer to true and lasting beauty
You’re at a social gathering, and
see your friend interacting with
others. She’s in her late 60’s, but
AGAIN, as in the past, you notice
her outer beauty that lights up
the room. “How does she always
manage to look so darn beautiful?”,
you wonder. “It’s not her clothes,
or her hair, or the tan she got on
her vacation. It’s something deeper
than that. She has a radiance that
shines from deep within.” When
you’ve seen her at the market with
no make-up and in her not-so-greatlooking-jeans, she still radiates.
She looks like she’s ‘feelin’ fine’
even then. “So what’s the deal?”,
you wonder. “Why can’t I feel
good inside like she does? I bet I’d
look better on the outside, too, if I
felt better on the inside.”

(See location number on Central Map)

The answer to long lasting
beauty is: Feel good on the inside,
and it will show on the outside.
The question is: HOW?
If we think a thought over and over
enough times, we start believing it.
That’s how beliefs are born. It’s
no wonder, then, that many of us
have thought over and over again,
and therefore now BELIEVE, that
aging has to include aches, pains
and illnesses which will lead us into
not feeling good inside anymore…
and that we just have to put up
with it as we age. (False!) If that
is false, then how can we combat

8

the aches, pains and illnesses, and
feel good on the inside again so we
CAN have an elegant and graceful
beauty about us on the outside?
Before we go any further, let’s be
clear… Don’t think I’m purporting
that you’ll end up looking like
Penelope Cruz or Marilyn Monroe!
And we can throw in George
Clooney for you male readers! Or
that I’m suggesting to throw out
your peptide anti-aging cream, or to
never treat yourself to a new outfit,
etc…. Absolutely not. What I AM
saying is that you CAN feel like
a million bucks on the inside as
you age… the way you did in your
youth… and GREATLY reduce
your aches, pains and illnesses
along the way. (I’m living proof
of this!!) So…. are you interested
to know how I got to feeling good
inside again despite my 62 years on
this planet? It starts with something
called SCIO Biofeedback! That’s
right! All of that Quantum Physics
stuff that is baffling – and at the
same time oh-so-fascinating!
Specifically, I went to the Holistic
Bio Spa where my Naturopath,
Zoli Hargitai, is owner / founder.
I have had four SCIO biofeedback
sessions, and have completed the
resulting protocols.
Now I’m
“feelin’ fine” inside – and it shows!
What is SCIO Biofeedback? SCIO
stands for Scientific Consciousness
Interface Operating system.

It’s Health Technology that scans
your body… Physically, Mentally
and Emotionally… as you sit and
let the computer you are hooked up
to do the work. The program scans
your body much like a virus scan on
a computer.
Or think of it like a scale that you
step on that gives you feedback on
what you weigh. Have you had
an EKG (a.k.a. ECG) to check
for problems with the electrical
activity of your heart? THAT is
biofeedback!
SCIO sends a known frequency to
your body (example: the frequency
of healthy lungs). Then it measures
your body’s response to it. If your
body matches that frequency, it
means it’s balanced. If it reacts
high or low, that indicates an
imbalance. This information is
then distributed into the SCIO
biofeedback balancing programs
where the healthy frequency is sent
back into your body thru 5 contact
points – head, wrists, ankles - to
balance stress in the body.
My SCIO biofeedback sessions
with Zoli detected Stress Patterns
within me that can and do lead to
DIS-ease if not balanced. These
stress patterns can be related to
nutritional deficiencies, toxins in
the body, emotional blockages, etc.
Like the EKG finds and reports back
any heart abnormalities you and
your doc were unaware of, likewise,

you don’t have to know where the
stresses in your body reside. The
SCIO finds them… (stressors you
had NO IDEA were reeking havoc
with your body) and will balance
them to a certain degree right then
and there.
Afterwards, Zoli will suggest a
plan to continue the balancing work
the SCIO started with a protocol
of
detoxification
treatments,
nutritional supplements, sauna
sessions, foot detox, etc. The
result? You become more and more
balanced… YOU FEEL GOOD
INSIDE AGAIN… and your inner
beauty, that spark you almost forgot
you once had, suddenly emerges
and starts looking back at you in
the mirror – and it’s beautiful! Just
remember - your true and lasting
beauty starts within.

Dr. Zoli
Holistic Bio Spa is located in
Plaza Marina, Local B-10. Open
Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 6
p.m., Tel: 322-221-1607.
www.HolisticBioSpa.com
Email: Info@HolisticBioSpa.com
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RICARDO Mazcal | mazcalteotl@gmail.com
Herbalist, Nutritionist and self-proclaimed chocoholic

Thin and brittle fingernails relief …naturally
Are your hands reddish and your
fingernails thin and brittle? The
reason is the lack of moisture.
They’re commonly caused by
repeated washing and drying of
hands, overexposure to detergents,
household cleaners, and nail polish
removers. Compounding the problem
is the imposed use of alcohol-based
hand sanitizers everywhere.
COVID’19, which stands for
“coronavirus disease 2019,” was
introduced as the cause of the world
acute respiratory infection crisis and
outbreak. Public health guidelines
recommended by the World Health
Organization emphasized frequent
and correct handwashing with
standard hand sanitizers to prevent
transmission and reduce the spread
of the aforementioned pandemic
disease. Based on these protocols
and recommendations, use of
alcohol’based hand sanitizers have
become very common in local
supermarkets, shops, hotels and
around the world.
Handwashing with soap and water
is the most recommended procedure,
but due to lack of access in some
situations, ethanol’containing hand
sanitizers are used frequently as a
substitute for handwashing.
In the recent crisis, the consumption
of hand sanitizing solutions has
dramatically increased in the world,
several cases of related risks are
discussed in this article.
· Thin and nail splitting is known
as Onychoschizia, also known as
onychoschisis or lamellar dystrophy
is a condition that causes horizontal
splits within the nail plate. Nail
splitting is often seen together
with onychorrhexis – long-wise
(longitudinal) splitting or ridging
of the nail plate – and these two

diseases together are called “brittle
nail syndrome”.
· Nail splitting may also be caused
by nail cosmetics (hardeners,
polish, polish removers / solvents),
nail procedures, and occupational
exposure to various chemicals (acids,
cement, solvents, thioglycolates, salt,
sugar solutions).
· Injury (trauma) may also play
a role in the development of brittle
nails.
· Brittle nails may occur due
to medical problems, including
gland (endocrine system) diseases,
tuberculosis, Sjögren syndrome, and
malnutrition.
· People with other skin diseases,
such as lichen planus and psoriasis,
as well as people taking oral
medications made from vitamin A
may also develop nail splitting.
· Reddish and dry hands. In this
crisis, and due to the high volume
of alcohol consumption, a number
of problems are emerging, which, if
not controlled promptly, could create
other concerns for the general health
of society. One of the problems with
alcoholic products is the production
of hand sanitizers with nonstandard
formulas.
For example, it has been clear that
methanol is used instead of ethanol
in some products. While methanol is
not a type of toxin, it metabolizes into
formaldehyde and formic acid when
absorbed into the human body. These
end products are toxic and may cause
metabolic acidosis, brain injury,
blindness, cardiovascular instability,
and death.
Thin and brittle fingernails relief …
Naturally
Guidelines
· Reduce how often you wet and dry
your nails

· Wear plastic or rubber gloves
over thin cotton gloves while doing
all housework, including food
preparation
· Keep the nails trimmed short to
reduce worsening of nail splitting
· Soak the nails in water daily, 10
minutes at a time, to increase the
water content (hydration) of the nails
· Apply moisturizers (emollients),
such as Naturally Mazcal Skin,
nail and injury jelly to improve nail
hydration
· Nail-hardening agents containing
formaldehyde may increase nail
strength, but they should be used
cautiously, as they can cause
brittleness and other nail problems.
Apply these hardeners only to the free
edge (growing end) of the nail
· Acrylate-containing hardeners
are also effective, but they may cause
an allergic reaction in the skin
· Limit manicures
· Go natural, avoid alcohol-based
sanitizers
· Get a paraffin wax bath
· Wear gloves
There are natural remedies that
you can do at home using ingredients
you already have in your kitchen
cupboard.
Harnessing the power of the
nutrients found in natural foods and
oils also means you are missing
out on the unnecessary chemicals
and preservatives often added to
commercial nail remedies and
treatments.
Lemon juice helps brighten your
nails and remove stains, and vitamin
C promotes stronger growth.
Using a cotton pad, swipe lemon
juice over each nail and dry. You
could also use a slice of lemon
directly on the nail. Do this twice a
week, followed by a rich moisturizer.
Add a few drops of lemon juice to 2
tablespoons of olive oil and warm in
a cup to create a nail mask that can be
massaged into your nails and left for
30 minutes, or if you can, overnight
for maximum benefit.
Coconut oil is very hydrating and
can help strengthen your nails and
soften your cuticles.
Also, it has anti-fungal properties,
which is excellent news if you’re

prone to nail infections. Apple cider
vinegar has anti-fungal properties,
so try if you suffer from fungal nail
infections, which if left untreated can
cause you to lose the infected nails.
Garlic oil is rich in selenium, which
helps promote nail growth.
You could either rub your
fingernails with a sliced piece of
garlic, or if that is too pungent for
you, you could make your own garlic
oil to use as a nail mask.
Honey helps fight bacterial and
fungal growth, and can help keep
your nails and cuticles nourished and
supple.
Combine
honey’s
hydrating
properties with those of lemon juice
to create a honey and lemon nail mask
by mixing two teaspoons of honey
with a few drops of lemon juice, and
massaging into your nails and leave
for 15-20 minutes.
Rinse off thoroughly and you should
have brighter nails, soft cuticles and
if used regularly, stronger nails over
time.
If you have any comments or
questions about this column, contact
me by email or find me at the Cuale
Island Friday Market from 9 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m., and at Arte Viviente
(Living Art), 303 Libertad, downtown
Vallarta, Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, from 3 to 5 p.m.
You can get herbal supplements,
tinctures, tonics and many natural
products such as organic coffees,
apple cider vinegar with the Mother,
and 38 different spices, including
turmeric and Ceylon cinnamon.
Superfoods such as Spike Protein
Detox Golden Tea, Indulge chocolate
with 70 % cocoa, Veggie Power and
Maz-mix digestive formula.
Also Naturally Mazcal Skin, nail
and injury jelly to improve nail
hydration.
Arte Viviente ships
everywhere and accepts PayPal and
credit cards.
Website: naturallymazcal.com or
Email me at mexicasupplement@
gmail.com for appointments or for
information about herbs for detox,
boost your immune system health
and achieve your nutrition and health
goals.
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The art of rest
If not now... when?
KRYSTAL Frost | krystal.frost73@hotmail.com

This is from last year folks, but
still holds water, especially when
I see more and more people with
insomnia.
Now that the parties are over,
or they didn’t happen this year
anyway… the feasting has slowed
down in any case due to the
pandemic, and most of the family
and friends that usually come down
to Mexico just didn’t come... Maybe
one has self-imposed distancing...
Maybe one has just hung around
watching Netflix and starching out
to perfecting sourdough bread.
Hey, I get it…
Now, aside from keeping your
immune system up to par by
maintaining a balance between the
3 bodies, i.e. feeding your physical
body with the right foods and
exercise, disciplining the mental
body and coming to terms with
your emotional body, sleep and
rest is essential.
More often than ever, I hear the
complaint from clients that they
cannot get good night’s sleep.
They have trouble getting to sleep
or staying asleep. During sleep,
the hormone melatonin (which is
secreted only in total darkness)
signals your entire body to shift
from daytime running-around
mode into nighttime healing
mode. In addition to that, it also
stimulates the nighttime release of
another valuable hormone: growth
hormone.
Growth hormone is vital for
normal development of children,
but it has wonderfully beneficial
effects in adults as well. It actually:
- Makes your bones stronger
- Increases your muscle mass through
the creation of new muscle cells
- Promotes lipolysis, which helps
you lose body fat

- Increases protein synthesis and
stimulates optimal maintenance of
all internal organs
- Supports your pancreas’ ability
to make insulin
- Stimulates your immune system
Needless to say how important
deep sleep is. Here are some
suggestions you may try if you are
not getting enough.
- Listen to white noise or
relaxation audios. Some people find
the sound of white noise or nature
sounds, such as the ocean or forest,
to be soothing for sleep. We have
plenty of that close by with the
placid Pacific (for the most part)
and Rio Cuale.
- There are some very good
YouTube sleep audios that will
put you into deep sleep.
A
personal favorite is Micheal
Sealy https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=PLgwD7qczJQ
- Avoid before-bed snacks,
particularly grains and sugars. This
will raise blood sugar and inhibit
sleep. Later, when blood sugar
drops too low (hypoglycemia), you
might wake up and not be able to
fall back asleep. Asian medicine
states that eating 2 hours before
sleep will stimulate the liver, where
your spirit resides during sleep.
Stimulating the liver with fats and
sugar causes the spirit to be restless,
this being the cause of restless sleep
and excessive dreaming.
- Sleep in complete darkness or as
close as possible. If there is even
the tiniest bit of light in the room it
can disrupt your circadian rhythm
and your pineal gland’s production
of melatonin and serotonin. Turn
off all those little red lights on the
DVD player, air conditioning, fans,
clocks, T.V., or cover them up with
cloth.

- No flat screens, laptops or
iPads right before bed. It is too
stimulating to the brain and it will
take longer to fall asleep. Also
disruptive of pineal gland function
for the same reason as above. Not
to mention the news factor that
seems to be rather sensational and
disturbing. Pick up a real paper
book 30 minutes before sleep time.
I started doing this and can say
my sleep quality has gotten much
better, I fall asleep faster and stay
asleep until my kitty wakes me up
at dawn.
- Avoid using loud alarm clocks.
It is very stressful on the body to
be awakened suddenly. And it may
save you money when your bed
partner tosses the damn thing out
the window. Try going to bed a ½
hour earlier and keep the drapes
open so the sun light will waken
you naturally.
- Take a hot bath, shower or sauna
before bed. When body temperature
is raised in the late evening, it
will fall at bedtime, facilitating
sleep. Try some aromatherapy and
candles if you have a bathtub.
- If you are menopausal or
perimenopausal, the hormonal

changes at this time may cause
problems if not properly addressed.
I recommend MACA POWDER or
pasiflora tea before bedtime that
seems to work well. No coffee after
3 p.m. helps. CBD green label
works wonders when massaged
into hands and feet and back of the
neck (www.organic-select.com)
- Make certain you are exercising
regularly, at least 30 minutes
everyday can help you fall asleep.
However, don’t exercise too close to
bedtime or it may keep you awake.
- Establish a bedtime routine.
This could include meditation, deep
breathing, using aromatherapy or
essential oils.
- Natural aids: CBD oil, in
massage or 4 to 6 drops under the
tongue.
- Eye masks. We have one filled
with lavender and flax seed which is
very affective and smells wonderful.
My Mexican mom says to make
an infusion of pasiflora leaves and
valerian root and drink a cup before
retiring. They also make a small
pillow out of the dried pasiflora
leaves and sleep on it… and it
REALLY works. She uses the
pillows with fussy grand babies.
She also says to take a siesta in the
hammock under the pasiflora tree
and you will have sweet dreams.
That’s for sure.
Krystal Frost
For questions and comments Cell: 322 116-9645
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HARRIET Murray | harriet@casasandvillas.com

Offers to purchase Mexican real estate
Resale offer to purchase
These offers are bilingual and
designed to give the buyer time to
vet the property they wish to buy.
Due diligence
Buyers have time to pay for and
have an inspection of the property
before committing to buy. Mexican
properties are ¨as is”, which means
the seller is not legally required to
make repairs or do maintenance.
It is a bonus if they agree, but not
required. Why then does a buyer
have an inspection? Because it is
important to know the condition of
the property and whether you will
want to own it. You can withdraw
from the contract at this point and
not be in default. There is a time
limit in the offer to have and decide
on the results of the inspection.
Buyers have time to have legal
review of the legal ownership
papers of the seller. If this is a
condo, the condo regime, rules
and regs, recorded and required
yearly meetings are important to be
evaluated by a competent Mexican
real estate attorney. The cost is paid
for by the buyer, and the attorney
should work only for the buyer and

be his advocate. There is a time
limit for this review and report
back to the buyer. The buyer can
withdraw from the offer without
being in default.
If the contingencies are removed,
and it should be in writing and
signed by both buyer and seller,
a deposit of normally 10% of the
purchase price goes into a thirdparty escrow company account.
The buyer also pays for the escrow
service to hold the funds and
disburse them properly at closing
to all parties receiving funds, such
as the notary, agents, taxes of the
seller, and net proceeds to the seller.
At closing, prorations are settled
and paid to the side who is owed
funds. These can be utility bills,
property taxes, HOA fees. The
buyers are required to fill out and
sign Know Your Customer Forms.
These are required since 2014 and
are part of the international laws
under the heading of Anti Money
Laundering Laws.
After closing, the buyer receives
an xml file of a FACTURA issued
by the Mexican IRS, known as
SAT. This formal legal receipt
is evidence of what the buyer

paid for the property. This will
become his basis value when he
sells the property or leaves it to
his beneficiaries.
Without this
FACTURA, required since 2015,
the. seller will have very little basis
and owe more taxes.
Pre-construction offers
to purchase
These offers should be bilingual.
There is the builder contract, and
very recently, the AMPI chapters
in the Bay have hired attorneys to
write for their use, an offer contract
for pre-construction.
A buyer is required to place a
hold or reserve by paying a nominal
amount of money which should be
refundable if the buyer does not go
further. At this point, the buyer fills
out the Know Your Customer forms
required by the federal government.
Also at this time, the buyer needs to
know he has the right to due diligence
even if the seller has not mentioned

this nor has any formal paperwork
stating this right of the buyer.
To have his attorney conduct
diligence, the buyer will need
to have time upon receiving the
seller contract and addendums
to be reviewed. Since this is not
as common as it should be, the
buyer and agent must be clear
about this right for review before
commitment.
The seller may
or may not agree to requested
changes, but this is when the buyers
decide how much of a risk they
want to take that the project will
be finished, and all representations
are followed through. Buyers and
their attorney have the right to ask
the builder for more documents
showing ownership of the land,
building permits, source of funds,
timeline, guarantees, etc.
The seller is required to provide
the buyer with the xml file or
factura as evidence of the true
purchase price.
With the use of the new AMPI Preconstruction Offer to Purchase, we
expect a more balanced agreement
between buyer and seller.
This article is based upon legal
opinions, current practices, and my
personal experiences. I recommend
that each potential buyer or seller
of real estate conduct his own due
diligence and review.

Harriet Murray
Can be contacted at www.casasandvillas.com
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Bait rejection frustrations,
the “bubble” and moving fish
STAN Gabruk | www.MasterBaiters.com.mx
(Owner of Master Baiter's Sportfishing & Tackle)

For the last month we’ve enjoyed
unseasonable warm water conditions
that are frustrating to put it mildly.
What we’ve seen is the “bubble”
of warmer water continue off the
Punta Mita Point. But what we
didn’t expect is the amount of local
bait moving in and the challenge
that presents. As we move deeper
into the winter fishing season we’re
seeing changes, finally.
Water
temperatures are hovering for the
most part, but the water is definitely
on the downhill slide temperature
wise. Those coming into the area
looking to hook into a Sailfish,
Marlin, Dorado, etc. would be well
served to keep their expectations
low. Yes, we have these species, but
getting them to take bait when the
water is literally stuffed full of bait.
The problem is, so are the fish!
This is going to be a different format
this week because to be frankly
honest, Corbeteña and El Banco
are “not happening”. Corbeteña for
example, several boats went out to
this area and found mostly Bonito
and 40-lb Yellowfin Tuna, maybe.

Jigging, which is normally great off
The Rock of Corbeteña, this week
was a bust. And frankly we don’t
go to Corbeteña to catch what we
can get in the bay. Last week about
twelve miles north of the “high
spots” at El Banco. When we talk
about Yellowfin Tuna in the area,
many times we’re discussing them
running with Spinner Dolphin. We
still have Spinners, but that doesn’t
mean they’re always running with
them. Right now, they’re still a
welcome sight, but again, keep the
expectations on the low end.
In the “Bubble”, you know the
location where for the last month
the water temperatures were five
degrees warmer than everywhere
else. Things are still much the same,
but not exactly. Water temps are still
in the 74-degree range, but it’s the
clean green water, which fish shy
away from. Now the bad news: this
week, I had at least eight boats head
to “the bubble”. We found fish, but
they were only “Lookie-Lu’s”. That’s
right, they would come, check the
bait out, then ignore it. When that

happens, there isn’t much you can
do. I even had a few clients come
back “less than happy”. So here is
what you should expect fishing wise
in this area. Right now, things have
changed a bit, but this is still the area
you want to head to if leaving the
bay. The weird thing is the fishing
is closer in, say five miles off shore
is where your best opportunity lies if
heading out of the bay. So to sum
it all up, there are plenty of fish out
there right now that will be ignoring
your bait. I do have to say this, a
friend’s boat the other day decided
to chase Jack Crevalle closer in and
fond a triple hook-up of Sailfish. Ten
minutes later same guy, same place,
hit a Striped Marlin. So, nothing is
carved in stone here. Feeling lucky?

Which brings us to the bay, which,
by all reasonable assumptions, is
your best bang for your fishing
dollar! This is normal for this time
of the year; the bay is the place to
be if you’re looking for some fun
action. Again, you won’t be seeing
Marlin in the bay. But with some
“luck”, you could still boat a freak
Dorado. The action consist mostly
of Jack Crevalle to 50 lbs., averaging
30 right now. Bonito to 20 lbs. and
super plentiful. Sierra Mackerel are
small but great tasting. With colder
water coming in daily the jiggers
are seeing things improve a bit,
but it’s still early to have any real
expectations for Grouper, Snapper
and Bass. Some of them are in the
area but in tiny numbers. Give it
another three weeks and this should
be a good story. But for now it’s
about family action in the bay.
Don’t forget to check out my
weekly Video Fishing Reports on
YouTube, they’re very popular! Also
if you’re looking for tours, airport
transfers and somebody to freeze
your catch, call us, we’ll fix you up.
Until next week, don’t forget to
kiss your fish!

Stan Gabruk
Local Phone at: 322 779 7571 or
our international number is: (011
52) 322 209 1128 10 to 9 local time.
#MasterBaitersSportfishing on Instagram
Facebook, http://www.facebook.com/
pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing
and Tackle is protected under trade mark law
and is the sole property of Stan Gabruk.
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Emergency
The Historical Naval Museum (right next to Los Arcos Amphitheater) may be open. $45. Pesos.
Voladores de Papantla usually perform @ 6 p.m. on the Malecon in front of La Bodeguita del Medio.

CMQ Premiere
Hospiten
Hospital Joya
SanMare
Medasist
C.M.Q.
I.M.S.S.
Regional

322.226.6500
322.226.2081
322.226.1010
322.252.1711
322.223.0444
322.223.0878
322.224.3838
322.224.4000
322.222.0923
322.222.1533
322.209.0622

322.178.8999 / Emergency: 911
322.178.8800 /
Emergency: 322.222.1527

Monday to Friday - City Walking Tours 9 a.m. &
12 noon – Meet 15 minutes early at the Tourism
office at City Hall by the main square. Social
distancing, face masks, comfortable clothes &
antibacterial gel required. Saturdays @ 9 a.m.
Tuesdays – 9:30 a.m. - Free Malecon Sculpture
Tour – meet at the Millennium Sculpture at the
northern end of the Malecon
Tue., Wed. & Fri. — 1:30 p.m. —
Duplicate Bridge Games — PV Bridge Club,
www.vallartabridge.com
Tuesdays – 10:30 a.m. – IFC Home Tours –
Tickets online only – www.ifcvallarta.org
Wednesdays – 10 a.m. – Corazon de Niña –
Humanitarian Tour + Brunch. $500. Pesos.
RSVP: fundacion@corazondenina.mx

Fridays & Saturdays – Local Farmers’ Markets
– see ads in this issue.
Sundays, 9:30 a.m. - Grace Vineyard Vallarta Church
- in-person, at the Westin Resort & Spa Convention
Center – Outdoor Patio, Non-denominational Service
led by Pastor Mario Santillan
SPCA - To find your perfect companion animal
rescued by the SPCA,
please contact: spcapv@gmail.com
PLEASE leaf through this issue for events
that do not appear here
...and JOIN US ON FACEBOOK!
For a comprehensive list of most -if not allcharity groups and non-profit organizations in
and around PV, you may want to check out:
ww.puertovallarta.net/fast_facts/non-profit.php

24 HOURS: 322.224.8484
322.224.7643

Solution to crossword page 39
322.293.0098 / 322.293.0099

322.209.1123

322.223.2500 EXT. 230 / 232
322.222.1762

322.226.8440
880.021.4000

551.102.8000
VOLARIS
AIR CANADA 001 880.719.2827
AIR TRANSAM 001 880.900.1431
001 880.252.7522
ALASKA

322.225.0000 / 322.225.0018

322.223.1516
322.223.2500

AEROTRON
AEROMEXICO

AMERICAN
Solution to sudoku page 39

001 880.904.6000

CONTINENTAL (SEE UNITED)
001 880.266.0046
DELTA
FRONTIER 001 880.432.1359
SUN COUNTRY 001 880.924.6184
001 880.864.8331
UNITED
US AIRWAYS 001 880.428.4322
SOUTHWEST 001 880.435.9792
WESTJET

001 880.514.7288
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Freddie Cheng| Edited by: Will Shortz |

New York Times

Solution on Page 38

Sudoku is a logic-based placement puzzle
The aim of the puzzle is to enter a numerical digit from 1 through 9 in each row,
column and group of squares enclosed by the bold lines (also called a box).
Each box must contain each number only once, starting with various digits
given in some cells (the “givens”). Each row, column, and region must contain
only one instance of each numeral. Completing the puzzle requires patience.
It is recommended as therapy because some studies have suggested they might
improve memory, attention and problem solving while staving off mental decline
and perhaps reducing the risk of Alzheimer’s disease.
Solution on Page 38

